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Important facts for the week


Ukraine, one of the world’s largest grain growers and exporters to top 30 Million ton in Maize production on record yield
estimates.



U.S. Soybean exports to China to plunge in 2018/2019 due to Sino-U.S. trade war, but Chinese supplies could be exhausted
by February or March next year.



Wheat prices under pressure as Russian farm ministry confirmed they have no plans to restrict grain exports which eased
worries over global supplies.



South Africa in recession for the first time since 2009 as Rand slumps.
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News for the week
Corn/Maize
Ukraine’s maize production will exceed just over 30 million
tonnes this year, mainly supported by record yields after the
crop had benefitted from very good growing conditions.
Ukraine which is one of the world’s largest grain growers and
exporters will see an increase of 23 percent from the 2017
crop to an estimated total of 30.28 million tonnes of Maize. A
big maize crop in Ukraine as well as a big harvest expected in
the United States could help ease tensions in global markets
after various setbacks to Wheat production.
Argentine farmers may plant less corn this year after the
government announced a roughly 10 percent export tax on
Corn as well as Wheat. While this seasons wheat crop has
already been planted, Argentinian farmers may weigh the tax
implications as they prepare to plant corn next month.
Speculators remain cautiously bearish toward the Chicagotraded Corn futures mainly on fears that the U.S government
had underestimated the size of their domestic Corn crop.
South Africa entered recession in the second quarter for the
very first time since 2009 the data showed on Tuesday, the
economy had contracted by 0.7 percent quarter-on-quarter
mainly due to declines in the agriculture, transport and retail
sectors. The Rand is trading over R15 to the Dollar and will be
supportive to local commodity prices across the board.
Wheat
The Chicago Wheat futures dropped 1.4 percent on Tuesday
after Russia’s farm ministry said that they had no plans to
restrict grain exports which eased worries over global Wheat
supplies. Russia had a record crop last year and this year the
crop is not record-sized but is still big, and this is why Russian
Wheat is still one of the cheapest in the world. The Russian
ministry did not see a need to impose an export duty on grains
to curb grain exports in any other way they later stated.
On the other hand, Argentine farmers may delay their Wheat
sales this year due to the implementation of the roughly 10
percent export tax as previously stated. The implementation
of the tax is mainly part of an austerity program which is
designed to halt the run on the Peso currency consultants
said. This seasons Wheat crop has already been planted, but
the implementation of this tax will have an influence on the
amount of Corn planted next month.

The Local South African Wheat prices did come under some
pressure for the Week ending 28 August with Safex
September and December prices giving up 2.77% and 2.38
% respectively. The weakening of the Rand however will be
supportive to local Wheat prices.
Soybeans
The country of China will almost entirely replace their
Soybean imports from the United States with Brazilian beans
and other origins in the upcoming season, but an executive
with a top crusher said they may run out of oilseed in early
2019. Imports from the United States which is currently
China’s number two supplier will plunge to 700 000 tonnes in
the 2018/2019 season starting this month compared to
27.85 million tonnes imported in the previous season.
Other alternatives for China would be Argentina, Canada,
Russia and other smaller countries. The deputy director of
the Chinese Soybean industry association said that China will
produce over 30 million tonnes of Soybeans by 2020.
China also recently reported a new African swine fever in the
Anhui province on Monday raising the risk for farmers as the
disease spreads rapidly in the world’s top pork producer.
This disease is currently weighing on the market as this will
bring concerns regarding demand for Soy meal.
Money managers extended their net short position in
Chicago Soybeans to 53 642 futures and options from
40 049 in the previous week. The November Soybean
futures dropped 6 percent during the period.
The local South African oilseed prices traded lower in the
past week ending 29 August with the lower US Soybean
prices and the stronger Rand seen at that stage. December
Soybean and Sunflower seed contracts gave up 4.9% and
3.0% in the last week respectively.
The recent weakening of the Rand due to the recent poor
GDP results will be supportive to the local Soybean and
Sunflower market.

Speculators are not ready to let go of the Wildly Bullish Wheat
story, in the week ending 28 August the hedge funds as well
as other money managers had cut their net long position in
the Chicago Wheat futures and options to 51 180 from 60 812
in the previous week.
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US rainfall outlook for the next two weeks (Source: Wxmaps)
5 Sep – 13 Sep 2018

13 Sep – 21 Sep 2018

Disclaimer

The opinions and assumptions expressed in this publication are not necessarily see the manner of OVK and OVK accepts no
responsibility or liability for any claims that are made in the report. Copyright is reserved and content may only with written
permission of the editor are reproduced.
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